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Calorimetry measurements have been performed as a function of temperature for size-selected Gan-1Al+
clusters with n ) 17, 19, 20, 30-33, 43, 46, and 47. Heat capacities determined from these measurements
are compared with previous results for pure Gan+ clusters. Melting transitions are identified from peaks in
the heat capacities. Substituting an aluminum atom appears to have only a small effect on the melting behavior.
For clusters that show melting transitions, the melting temperatures and latent heats for the Gan-1Al+ clusters
are similar to those for the Gan+ analogs. For Gan+ clusters that do not show first-order melting transitions
(n ) 17, 19, and 30) the Gan-1Al+ analogs also lack peaks in their heat capacities. The results suggest that
the aluminum atom is not localized to a specific site in the solid-like Gan-1Al+ clusters.

Introduction
If two or more metals are mixed, the resulting alloy often
exhibits properties that are different from those of the pure
constituents. The alloy may be a homogeneous solid solution,
a heterogeneous mixture of two or more components, or a
chemical compound. Miscible metals form substitutional solid
solutions. An important requirement for solid solutions is that
the diameters of the constituent atoms should not be substantially
different from each other (i.e., they should differ by <15%).
Substitution by different-sized atoms leads to compressive or
tensile forces on the neighboring atoms which is one factor that
contributes to the favorable engineering properties of alloys.
Most alloys melt over a range of temperatures where solid and
liquid components (with different compositions) coexist. However, for most binary alloys there is a ratio (called the eutectic)
that has a single melting point which is usually substantially
below that of the pure constituents.
Properties change as dimensions are reduced into the nanometer regime. In the cluster size regime (<103 atoms) the
properties of an alloy are expected to be sensitive to both the
total number of atoms and the composition. In the past few years
there has been growing interest in mixed-metal or alloy clusters
containing tens or hundreds of atoms.1-16 In this size regime,
adding or subtracting even a single atom may make a huge
difference to the properties. It is possible that there are special
sizes and compositions that have unique properties, for example,
enhanced catalytic activity. Alloy clusters may also provide
building blocks for new materials. If the constituent atoms have
similar sizes and chemical properties, then the alloy clusters
probably consist of a series of isomers with the same topological
structure but with different permutations of the atoms between
the sites (homotops11). On the other hand, if the two atoms are
different, they may segregate. Whether or not segregation occurs
depends on the strengths of the interactions between the similar
and dissimilar atoms. A size mismatch may help to drive
segregation. If segregation occurs, the components may adopt
a side-by-side or core-shell arrangement, depending on the
surface energies. The component with the lower surface energy
will tend to segregate to the surface. Segregation may stabilize
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a different structural form. For example, in a cluster following
icosahedral packing, the internal bonds are shorter than the
surface bonds, and so this geometry becomes increasingly
strained as it grows larger. A core-shell arrangement with
smaller metal atoms inside a shell of larger metal atoms relieves
the strain and stabilizes geometries based on icosahedra.11,13,14
In this paper we report the first experimental studies of the
melting transitions of alloy clusters. It is only recently that
experimental studies of the melting of size-selected clusters have
become possible. The pioneering work of Haberland and
collaborators focused on the melting of sodium clusters.17-23
We have now performed studies for tin,24,25 gallium,26-29 sodium
chloride,30 and aluminum clusters.31,32 Small particles have
melting points that are depressed relative to the bulk value due
to the increase in the surface to volume ratio.33 However, in
the small size limit, some clusters (for example, tin and gallium)
remain solid above the bulk melting point. In most of the studies
referenced above, the melting transitions were monitored using
calorimetry. Here the heat capacity is determined as a function
of temperature, and the melting transition is indicated by a spike
in the heat capacity due to the latent heat. Gallium clusters with
up to 55 atoms show large variations in their melting temperatures. The melting temperatures of Ga34+ and Ga47+ differ by
more that 300 K.27 There are also large size-dependent variations
in the latent heats, with some clusters apparently melting without
a significant peak in their heat capacities,28 in what appears to
be the finite size analog of a second-order phase transition. This
behavior has been attributed to the clusters having disordered
ground states.29,34,35 Here we investigate phase transitions in
Gan-1Al+ clusters where an aluminum atom has been substituted
for a gallium atom. In the macroscopic world, the gallium and
aluminum alloy has a eutectic at 2.1 atom % aluminum that
melts at 299.8 K (slightly below the melting point of bulk
gallium which is at 302.9 K). Sputtering experiments suggest
that the aluminum segregates away from the surface layer in
the liquid eutectic.36
Calorimetry measurements were performed by determining
the cluster’s dissociation threshold as a function of its initial
temperature. As the initial temperature is raised, the amount of
energy that must be added to reach the dissociation threshold
decreases because of the cluster’s internal energy. The change
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in the energy required to reach the dissociation threshold with
respect to the temperature provides a measure of the heat
capacity of the cluster. A melting transition involving a latent
heat leads to a peak in the heat capacity. We take the center of
the peak to be the melting temperature, and the area under the
peak is a measure of the latent heat.
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Experimental Methods
The experimental methods and the assumptions employed to
interpret the results have recently been described in depth,32 so
only a brief overview is given here. The Gan-1Al+ clusters were
generated by pulsed laser ablation of a liquid aluminum/gallium
alloy. The alloy was made by mixing aluminum filings into a
liquid gallium sample. Aluminum/gallium ratios of around 2
atom % were employed. Gallium has several stable isotopes
which causes the gallium cluster peaks in the mass spectrum to
become very broad, and so a small aluminum/gallium ratio was
used to keep the mass spectrum of the alloy clusters as simple
as possible. With the aluminum/gallium ratios used here, pure
gallium clusters are the most abundant species in the mass
spectrum, and the Gan-1Al+ clusters are around one-third as
abundant. The alloy sample is heated in the source to around
40 °C to keep it liquid. A liquid sample is used here because
the surface regeneration that occurs with a liquid prevents the
formation of a pit where the laser strikes the surface. The longand short-term signal stability with the liquid metal target is
much better than for a source with a rotating rod or disc.37
After formation, the buffer gas flow carries the clusters into
a 10 cm long temperature-controlled extension which can be
varied between 123 and 1273 K. Measurements have shown
that the clusters reach thermal equilibrium in this region.26 After
passing through the extension, some of the cluster ions exit and
are focused into a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The sizeselected clusters that are transmitted through the quadrupole are
focused into a collision cell containing 1 torr of helium. As the
ions enter the collision cell they undergo a series of collisions
with the buffer gas, each one converting a small fraction of the
ion’s kinetic energy into internal energy of the cluster and kinetic
energy of the helium collision partner. If the initial kinetic
energy is large enough some of the ions dissociate. The product
ions and unfragmented parents are carried across the collision
cell by a weak electric field. At the other side of the collision
cell some of the ions exit through a small aperture and are
focused into a second quadrupole mass spectrometer, where they
are mass analyzed and then detected.
Results
The Gan-1Al+ clusters fragment by sequential loss of gallium
atoms. Mass spectra are recorded, and the fraction of the
Gan-1Al+ clusters that dissociate is determined. Measurements
are performed as a function of the ion’s initial translational
energy, and the translational energy for 50% dissociation
(TE50%D) is determined from a linear regression analysis of
measurements performed at typically six different initial kinetic
energies. The temperature of the extension is then adjusted, and
the measurements are repeated. The TE50%D values decrease
as the temperature is raised because the internal energy increases.
At the melting transition there should be a sharp drop in the
TE50%D values due to the latent heat. The derivative of
TE50%D with respect to temperature is proportional to the heat
capacity. The proportionality constant is related to the fraction
of the ion’s kinetic energy that is converted into internal energy.
This fraction is estimated using a simple impulsive collision
model.38,39 The fraction depends on the mass of the collision

Figure 1. Plots of the heat capacities against temperature for pure
Gan+ clusters (from refs 26-29) and for their Gan-1Al+ analogs for n
) 17, 19, 20, 30, and 31. The heat capacities are plotted in terms of
the classical value, C/3Nk, where 3N ) 3n - 6 + 3/2. The dasheddotted lines in the figures show heat capacities calculated using a
modified Debye model that incorporates finite size effects (ref 40).
Error bars show representative uncertainties ((1 standard deviation)
on the measurements for the Gan-1Al+ clusters.

gas, and it is small for a light collision gas because of the
restrictions placed on energy transfer by momentum conservation. We choose helium as a collision gas in this work because
it is a poor collision partner (the fraction of the ion’s kinetic
energy that is converted into internal energy is a few percent),
and thus small changes in the ions internal energy lead to large
changes in the TE50%D values. This amplification is a critical
feature of the method.
Figures 1 and 2 show plots of the heat capacities against
temperature for pure Gan+ clusters26-29 and their Gan-1Al+
analogs for n ) 17, 19, 20, 30-33, 43, 46, and 47. The heat
capacities are plotted in terms of the classical value, C/3Nk,
where 3N ) 3n - 6 + 3/2 (there are 3n - 6 vibrational modes,
and the 3/2 results from the rotational contribution). The dasheddotted lines in the figures show heat capacities calculated using
a modified Debye model that incorporates finite size effects;40
the rotational contribution is treated classically. The results
shown in Figures 1 and 2 are the results of multiple independent
measurements. Error bars show typical uncertainties in the
measurements based on (1 standard deviation.
For clusters with n ) 17 and 19, both the Gan+ clusters and
the Gan-1Al+ analogs do not show significant peaks in their
heat capacities. For the 20-atom clusters there is a broad peak
in the heat capacity for the pure gallium cluster centered at
around 700-750 K. The peak for the Ga19Al+ analog is slightly
smaller and narrower than that for the pure cluster, and the center
is shifted to higher temperature by around 40-50 K.
Pure gallium clusters with 30, 31, 32, and 33 atoms show
substantial size-dependent differences in their melting behavior.
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atom (open points). The melting temperatures are taken from
the center of the peak in the heat capacity plots. The peaks are
broad, leading to an uncertainty in the melting temperature of
around 25-50 K (depending on how sharp the peak is).
However, the shifts in the melting temperatures between the
Gan+ and Gan-1Al+ clusters, which can be obtained by overlaying the heat capacity plots, are more reliable. The uncertainty
in the shifts is estimated to be 10-20 K (depending on how
sharp the peaks are). We do not expect a significant systematic
error between the measurements of the Gan+ and Gan-1Al+
clusters. The latent heats are determined from the area under
the peak in the heat capacity plots. The uncertainty in the latent
heats is estimated to be 10-20 kJ mol-1. The differences
between the latent heats for the Gan+ and Gan-1Al+ clusters
are more reliable. As shown in Figure 3, the latent heats for the
Gan-1Al+ clusters are in most cases similar to or slightly less
than the values for the corresponding Gan+ clusters.
Discussion

Figure 2. Plots of the heat capacities against temperature for pure
Gan+ clusters (from refs 26-29) and for their Gan-1Al+ analogs for n
) 32, 33, 43, 46, and 47. The heat capacities are plotted in terms of
the classical value, C/3Nk, where 3N ) 3n - 6 + 3/2. The dasheddotted lines in the figures show heat capacities calculated using a
modified Debye model that incorporates finite size effects (ref 40).
Error bars show representative uncertainties ((1 standard deviation)
on the measurements for the Gan-1Al+ clusters.

The heat capacities for Ga30+ do not show a significant peak,
whereas those for the Ga31+ and Ga33+ show substantial peaks,
and Ga32+ shows a small peak. The results for Ga29Al+ are identical to those for Ga30+; there is no significant peak in the heat
capacities for either of these clusters. For Ga30Al+ there is a
substantial peak in the heat capacity. The peak is slightly broader
than for Ga31+ and appears to be shifted to a slightly higher
temperature. The shift, which is around 15-25 K, is difficult
to see without overlaying the heat capacity plots. Ga31Al+ and
Ga32+ both show relatively small peaks in their heat capacities.
Ga32Al+ shows a large peak in its heat capacity that is almost
identical in position and size to that measured for Ga33+.
There is a substantial shift in the melting temperature between
Ga43+ and Ga46+ that is reproduced in the Gan-1Al+ analogs.
The heat capacities of Ga42Al+ show a small peak at around
600 K that appears to be slightly smaller and narrower than
that observed for Ga43+. In contrast, the peaks in the heat
capacities for Ga46+ and Ga45Al+ are both centered at around
800 K. The peak for Ga45Al+ is shifted to a slightly (20-30 K)
higher temperature than the peak for Ga46+. The Ga46+ and Ga45Al+ peaks are similar in size. The dip in the Ga45Al+ peak at
900 K is a reproducible feature that does not have an analog in
the results for Ga46+. The peaks for Ga47+ and Ga46Al+ are also
centered at around 800 K. And again the peak for the aluminumcontaining cluster appears to be shifted to a slightly (35-45
K) higher temperature than the peak for the pure gallium analog.
Figure 3 shows a plot of the melting temperatures and latent
heats determined from the heat capacity plots for the pure
gallium clusters (filled points) and the clusters with an aluminum

There are a lot of similarities between the heat capacities for
the pure gallium clusters and those measured for the aluminumcontaining analogs. The variations in the size of the peaks in
the heat capacities are largely reproduced. This is best illustrated
by the results for Gan+ and Gan-1Al+ with n ) 30, 31, 32, and
33 where substantial fluctuations in the size of the peaks for
the Gan+ clusters are mirrored in the results for the Gan-1Al+
analogs. In all cases reported here the melting temperature of
the Gan-1Al+ analogs are quite similar to those for the pure
Gan+ clusters. This is best illustrated by clusters with n ) 42,
45, and 46 where the substantial (200 K) jump in the position
of the peak for the Gan+ clusters is tracked by the peak for the
Gan-1Al+ analogs.
For some clusters such as n ) 17, 19, and 31 there is no
significant peak in the heat capacities. This may indicate that
melting occurs outside the temperature range examined or that
melting occurs without a significant latent heat. For the pure
gallium clusters, both experiment (ion mobility measurements
performed in conjunction with calorimetry measurements)28 and
simulations29,34 agree on the latter explanation. The simulations
suggest that clusters that do not show a well-defined peak in
their heat capacities have disordered ground states where there
is a relatively broad distribution of coordination numbers, bond
lengths, and bond energies. Clusters with more ordered ground
states show sharp peaks in their heat capacities. So in a sense,
the size of the peak in the heat capacities provides a measure
of the degree of order in the solid-like state of the clusters. The
fact that the peaks in the heat capacities for the aluminumcontaining clusters are very similar to those for the pure gallium
analogs suggests that substitution by the aluminum atom does
not cause a substantial change in the geometry of the clusters.
The objective of this work was to investigate how substitution
by a smaller atom into a gallium cluster would affect the melting
temperature. Since the effect in this case appears to be quite modest, we should examine the differences between aluminum and
gallium. The room-temperature molar volumes of solid gallium
and aluminum are 11.80 and 9.99 cm3, respectively. From this
we can estimate that the diameter of an aluminum atom is
around 5.4% smaller than that of a gallium atom. However,
solid bulk gallium does not have one of the simple crystal structures. The most stable phase under normal conditions is orthorhombic and contains gallium dimers. This unusual structure is
reflected in the fact that the density increases when gallium
melts. Perhaps a more meaningful measure of the relative sizes
of gallium and aluminum atoms can be obtained by comparing
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Figure 3. Melting temperatures, latent heats, and entropy changes for melting of Gan+ (filled circles) and Gan-1Al+ (open circles) plotted against
the number of atoms in the cluster. Results are shown for clusters that show a significant heat capacity peak (n ) 20, 31, 32, 33, 43, 46, and 47).

the densities of the liquid metals. Using the liquid coefficients
of expansion to compare the liquid densities at the gallium and
aluminum melting points, one finds that the diameter of the
aluminum atom is around 3% less than that of the gallium atom.
This difference is much smaller than in the cases of Ag/Cu and
Ag/Ni core-shell clusters where the different-sized atoms were
found (in calculations) to strongly stabilize polyicosahedral
geometries.11 In these cases, the copper and nickel atoms are
smaller than the silver atom by 11.5% and 13.8%, respectively.41
So the small differences between the melting behavior of the
Gan-1Al+ clusters and their pure gallium analogs probably
results because the aluminum and gallium atoms have sizes that
are not dramatically different. Since gallium is immediately
below aluminum in the periodic table, the chemical similarities
between these two metals may also contribute.
Although the melting temperatures for the Gan+ and Gan-1Al+
clusters are similar, on close inspection there are small shifts
(see Figure 3). In most cases where the shifts are significant
(i.e., >20 K) (n ) 20, 31, 45, and 46) the Gan-1Al+ analogs
have slightly higher melting temperatures than the pure Gan+
clusters. For n ) 32 the shift is in the other direction. The shifts
are quite small when compared with the width of the transitions.
However, the fact that the majority of the clusters show a shift
in the same direction (to higher temperature) when the aluminum
atom is substituted makes us more confident that this is a real
effect. For the larger Gan-1Al+ clusters examined here the
fraction of aluminum present is close to that found in the bulk
eutectic. The bulk eutectic melts at slightly below the melting
point of bulk gallium. So it appears that the small shift in the
melting temperatures of the clusters is in the opposite direction
from that found in the bulk material.
The relationship between the latent heat (∆Hfusion), the melting
temperature (Tmelt), and the entropy change for melting (∆Sfusion)
is given by

∆Sfusion )

∆Hfusion
Tmelt

(1)

Since the melting temperatures and the latent heats for the
Gan-1Al+ clusters and the corresponding Gan+ clusters are
similar, the entropy changes must also be similar. The plot on
the right-hand side of Figure 3 shows the entropy changes
deduced for the Gan+ and Gan-1Al+ clusters from the measured
latent heats and melting temperatures using eq 1. The entropy
changes for the Gan-1Al+ clusters are either almost equal to,
or slightly less than, the entropy changes for the Gan+ clusters,
with the exception of n ) 32. If the aluminum atom is
preferentially located at a particular site in the solid-like cluster
but becomes free to occupy any site in the liquid-like cluster
there is an additional contribution to the entropy change (due
to permutation between the liquid sites). This contribution can
be estimated from ∆Sper ) R ln n and is around 24.9-32.0 J
K-1 mol-1 for the cluster sizes studied here. The entropy
changes determined for the Gan-1Al+ clusters exceed that for
the Gan+ analogs by an amount approaching ∆Sper for only one
cluster size, n ) 32. This suggests that the aluminum atom is
randomly or nearly randomly arranged between the available
sites in the solid-like clusters. Another possible interpretation
of the entropy differences is that the aluminum atom is located
in a specific site in both the solid-like and liquid-like states
(this would also lead to the entropy changes for the Gan-1Al+
clusters being similar to those for Gan+). A preferential location
for the aluminum atom in the liquid-like cluster seems unlikely,
but it could occur if the aluminum atom segregates away from
the surface since there are only a few internal sites in these
clusters.
To further examine this idea we performed some simple
calculations. The program Gaussian42 was used to optimize four
structures: (1) Ga12Al+ with icosahedral symmetry and the
aluminum atom in the center; (2) Ga12Al+ with an icosahedral
geometry and the aluminum atom occupying one the 12
degenerate surface positions; (3) Ga12Al+ with a slightly
distorted icosahedral geometry and the aluminum atom occupying the center site; (4) Ga12Al+ with an icosahedral geometry
and the aluminum atom occupying one the 12 degenerate surface
positions. The Ga12Al+ anion is a closed-shell system, and when
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TABLE 1: Calculated Energy Differences between the
Optimized Geometries for Icosahedral Ga12Al with the
Aluminum Inside and Outside for the Anion and Cation
Species: E(Ga12Al(/Al Inside) - E(Ga12Al(/Al Outside)a
anion
HF/6-31G
eV

MP2/6-31G
eV

HF/6-31G
eV

MP2/6-31G
eV

2.162

1.881

0.983

1.058

a
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cation

Calculations were done at the HF/6-31G and MP2/6-31G levels.

the aluminum atom is incorporated in the center, the cluster
retains icosahedral symmetry. When the aluminum atom is in
the shell of the anion, the geometry distorts from icosahedral.
The Ga12Al+ cation is not a closed-shell species, and the
geometry with the aluminum atom in the center undergoes a
Jahn-Teller distortion. For both the anion and the cation the
geometries with aluminum on the outside of the cluster were
lower in energy than the geometries with aluminum in the center
of the cluster, as shown in Table 1. The energy difference is
around 1 eV for the anion and around 2 eV for the cation. These
results suggest that the most favorable sites for locating the
aluminum atom are surface sites on the cluster. In clusters of
the size examined in the experiments, most of the atoms are
surface atoms, and so a preference for surface sites is consistent
with the entropy arguments presented above that the aluminum
atom is not strongly localized to a specific site in the Gan-1Al+
clusters. On the other hand, this behavior differs from that found
with the bulk eutectic where it has been reported that the
aluminum segregates away from the surface.36
Conclusions
We have examined the melting of Gan-1Al+ clusters (with n
) 17, 19, 20, 30-33, 43, 46, and 47) and compared the results
to previous calorimetry measurements for Gan+ clusters. Substituting an aluminum atom for a gallium atom causes relatively
minor changes in the melting behavior. Large variations in the
melting temperatures and latent heats observed for Gan+ clusters
are mirrored by the Gan-1Al+ clusters. In many cases, the
Gan-1Al+ clusters appear to have slightly higher melting
temperatures, unlike the bulk eutectic which has a lower melting
temperature than pure gallium. The entropy changes for melting
of the Gan-1Al+ clusters are in most cases similar to, or slightly
less than, those for the pure Gan+ clusters. This suggests that
the aluminum atom is not localized to a particular site in the
solid-like cluster. From the experimental results and calculations,
it appears that surface sites are the preferred location for the
aluminum atom in the Gan-1Al+ clusters.
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